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THE HOWLAND - KATO COMMUTATOR PROBLEM
IRA HERBST, THOMAS L. KRIETE
Abstract. We investigate the following problem: For what f and g is the com-
mutator irfpP q, gpQqs positive when f and g are bounded measurable functions?
This problem originated in work of James Howland and was pursued by Tosio
Kato who suggested what might be the answer. So far there is no proof that Kato
was correct but in this paper we discuss the problem and give some partial answers
to the above question.
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1. Introduction
In a paper on spectral theory [2], J. Howland used the positive commutator of
two bounded functions of the Heisenberg operators P and Q, irfpP q, gpQqs, as a
technical tool. Here P “ ´id{dx and Q is multiplication by x in L2pRq. The
functions f and g were specifically
fptq “ tan´1pt{2q, gptq “ tanhptq. (1.1)
He sent his paper to T. Kato, his former thesis advisor, who got interested in the
more general question: for what bounded real functions is the above commutator
positive? Kato made much progress on this problem and in a beautiful paper,
[1], he identified a very interesting class of pairs of such functions for which the
commutator was positive. In this paper we will always assume that f and g are
bounded measurable real functions. To state the main result of [1], for a ą 0 define
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Ka “ tf : R Ñ R| f is bounded and has an analytic continuation to the strip
|Imz| ă a with ImfpzqImz ě 0u.
Then
Theorem 1.1 (Kato). If f P Ka, g P Kb with ab ě π{2, then irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0.
As we will see later, if f and g are two bounded real measurable functions for
which irfpP q, gpQqs “ C ě 0, then as noted by Kato, C is trace class. It is thus
natural to look at the case where C is a non-zero, rank one operator. Kato does this
in [1] and shows that in this case there exist a and b with ab “ π{2 such that ˘f P Ka
and ˘g P Kb (the signs are correlated). In fact fpxq “ c1 ` d1 tanhpaˆpx ´ t1qq and
gpxq “ c2 ` d2 tanhpbˆpx´ t2qq where cj , dj and tj are real, d1d2 ą 0, and (following
Kato) aˆ “ π{2a and bˆ “ π{2b, so that aˆ “ b and bˆ “ a. (Kato assumes that f and
g are absolutely continuous with derivatives in L1pRq but this is not necessary as
we will see later.) It is clear that from these functions, more pairs of functions with
positive commutators can be constructed by convolution with a positive measure.
In fact as Kato shows, the family of f of the form
fpxq “
ż
R
tanh aˆpx´ tqdνptq ` c (1.2)
exhausts all of Ka, if c is real and ν is a finite positive measure. These results led
Kato to state (in [1])
“In fact there is some reason to believe that these [f P Ka, g P Kb with ab ě π{2]
are the only solutions to [ irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0].”
Note that since Ka Ą Kc whenever 0 ă a ă c, the meaning of Kato’s statement
just quoted, as well as the meaning of the statement of Theorem 1.1, are unchanged
if the inequality ab ě π{2 is replaced by the equality ab “ π{2.
Kato also shows that if irfpP q, gpQqs “ 0 and both f and g are absolutely con-
tinuous with L1pRq derivatives then at least one of them is constant. In much of
this paper we will relax this assumption and only assume that f and g are bounded
measurable real functions. This opens up another interesting possibility. We will
show that for f and g bounded, real, and measurable,
Theorem 1.2. The commutator rfpP q, gpQqs “ 0 if and only if either f or g is
almost everywhere constant or both have periodic versions with periods τf and τg
satisfying τfτg “ 2π.
Actually the theorem is still true without the assumption that f and g are real.
There is a striking difference in the set of allowed f and g when C “ irfpP q, gpQqs ě
0 and in addition we impose C ‰ 0. We will show
Theorem 1.3. Suppose C “ irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0 and in addition C ‰ 0. Then there
are versions of f and g which are both monotone (either both increasing or both
decreasing).
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For convenience let us formulate a conjecture which we shall call K (after Kato):
Conjecture 1.4. Suppose C “ irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0 and in addition C ‰ 0. Suppose
both f and g are increasing. Then there exist a and b with ab “ π{2 such that
f P Ka and g P Kb.
Unfortunately we are far from proving K. But in the rest of this paper we will
give several results which illuminate the properties of the set of f and g for which
the commutator is positive. In addition to the theorems of this Introduction and
their proofs, see in particular the section on 2ˆ 2 positivity which gives inequalities
which f and g must satisfy under a mild assumption.
Theorem 1.5. Suppose C “ irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0 and in addition C ‰ 0. Suppose
both f and g are increasing. Then both f and g have continuous versions which
are strictly increasing. Taking f and g to be continuous, their inverse functions are
absolutely continuous.
A hint that K might be true is the following result:
Theorem 1.6. Suppose g is non-constant, lies in Kb, and has the integral repre-
sentation
gpxq “
ż
R
tanh bˆpx´ tqdµptq ` d (1.3)
where d is real and µ is a finite positive measure such thatż
|t|e2bˆtdµptq ă 8
or ż
|t|e´2bˆtdµptq ă 8.
If f P L8pRq and irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0 then f P Kbˆ.
There is a reason that a condition such as this assumption of exponential decay
is required. Just because we have assumed g P Kb does not mean that g is not in
a smaller class Ke with e ą b. Suppose c is the largest number e such that g P Ke.
Then cˆ “ π{2c ă bˆ. We could not be able to prove that f P Kbˆ when only f P Kcˆ is
required. To see that our exponential decay assumption eliminates this possibility,
note that if b and c are as above, then besides (1.3) there is another representation
of g of the form
gpxq “
ż
R
tanh cˆpx´ tqdµ1ptq ` d1
where µ1 is a finite positive measure and d1 is a real constant. We have an explicit
formula for the imaginary part of g on the line z “ x` ib,
Imgpx` ibq “
ż
R
sinpbπ{cqpcoshp2cˆpx´ tqq ` cospbπ{cqq´1dµ1ptq ě kpcosh 2cˆxq´1
for some positive k. If we note that (see [1]) dµptq “ p2πq´1Imgpt` ibqdt, it follows
that
ş |t|e˘2bˆtdµptq “ 8.
The analyticity requirements of the conjecture K remind us of a theorem of
Loewner [3]:
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Theorem 1.7. The real measurable function g defined on the interval pa, bq has the
property that for any two self-adjoint operators A and B with spectrum in pa, bq and
satisfying A ě B we have gpAq ě gpBq if and only if g has an analytic continuation
to tImz ‰ 0u Y pa, bq satisfying ImgpzqImz ě 0.
The function g is called operator monotone.
We can formulate the positivity of the commutator irfpP q, gpQqs in a way that
makes a connection with Loewner’s theorem in the following way, at least formally
(since we have not shown that f is absolutely continuous for example). Since
d{dt`eitfpP qgpQqe´itfpP q˘ “ eitfpP qirfpP q, gpQqse´itfpP q,
if the commutator is positive and non-zero we have
gpeitfpP qQe´itfpP qq “ gpQ` tf 1pP qq ě gpQq
for positive t. As we have seen we can assume that f (and g) are increasing so that
at least formally Q ` tf 1pP q ě Q for positive t. Thus with A “ Q ` tf 1pP q and
B “ Q we have A ě B for t positive while
gpAq ě gpBq for all such t
is the same as the positivity of the commutator.
In the following sections we prove theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 and add some
further information about this fascinating problem.
If C is an operator and C ě 0 we will say that C is positive, although perhaps
non-negative would be more accurate. Similarly we sometimes call a non-decreasing
function an increasing function. For the inner product of two vectors h and k in
Hilbert space we write ph, kq, linear in k and conjugate-linear in h. The Fourier
transform of a function h on R is denoted by hˆ and includes the factor p2πq´1{2
while hˇ denotes the inverse Fourier transform.
2. Acknowledgement
We are grateful to Brian Hall for many useful conversations about this problem.
3. Finite rank commutators: ri tanhαP, tanhβQs
In this section we consider the commutator rifpP q, gpQqs where f and g are the
basic functions from which all functions in the Kato classes Ka are constructed. We
see that
ri tanhαP, tanhβQs “ 4irp1` e2αP q´1, p1` e2βQq´1qs
so that the positivity of the commutator with tanh is just a statement about the
positivity of the commutator of resolvents of the exponential function. For that
reason it is interesting to note the easily verified fact that for α and β real and
p2αqp2βq “ 2nπ with n P Z
e2iαP e2iβQe´2iαP “ e2iβpQ`2αq “ e2iβQ
and thus
rpλ` e2iαP q´1, pλ` e2iβQq´1qs “ 0.
for |λ| ‰ 1. A formal calculation with unbounded operators would yield
e2αP e2βQe´2αP “ e2βpQ´2iαq “ e2βQ
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thus leading to
rp1` e2αP q´1, p1` e2βQq´1qs “ 0
if p2αqp2βq “ 2nπ. But this is incorrect as we see from the next proposition.
Proposition 3.1. The integral kernel of the commutator irtanhαP, tanhβQs “
4irp1` e2αP q´1, p1` e2βQq´1s, for α and β real and p2αqp2βq “ 2πn ą 0, is given by
pβ{nπq
n´1ÿ
k“0
ψkpxqφkpyq (3.1)
where
ψkpxq “ pcosh βxq´1epn´1´2kqβx{n
and
φkpxq “ pcosh βxq´1e´pn´1´2kqβx{n
Thus irtanhαP, tanhβQs is a rank n operator if p2αqp2βq “ 2πn. Note that for the
rank one case (the one considered by Kato) where p2αqp2βq “ 2π, the commutator
is positive. We have assumed n ą 0. Reversing the sign of n just amounts to a sign
change in the commutator. If n ą 1 this operator is not positive. This can be seen
by looking at the matrix Kij :“ Kpxi, xjq in the 2ˆ 2 case. We have
Kij “ pβ{nπqpcosh βxi cosh βxjq´1
n´1ÿ
k“0
fkpxi ´ xjq (3.2)
where fkpxq “ epn´p2k`1qqβx{n and thus in the 2ˆ 2 case
detpKijq “ K11K22 ´K212 “ (3.3)
pβ{nπq2pcosh βx1 cosh βx2q´2pn2 ´ |
n´1ÿ
k“0
fkpx1 ´ x2q|2q (3.4)
Using the fact that for a positive number a ‰ 1 we have a` a´1 ą 2, we see that if
x1 ´ x2 ‰ 0 and n ą 1,
řn´1
k“0 fkpx1 ´ x2q ą n and thus the determinant is negative.
Remark 3.2. The non-commutativity of eαP and eβQ for αβ “ ˘2π has been a
source of counterexamples for the uniqueness of the representation of the canonical
commutation relations [7] and the hypotheses under which the so called virial theo-
rem is true [9]. In the latter reference one can also see in what sense these operators
commute.
Before proving Proposition 3.1 we need
Lemma 3.3. If f and g are bounded, f is monotone increasing, and g is smooth
with bounded derivatives then for ψ P L2pRq
pirfpP q, gpQqsψqpxq “
ż
Kpx, yqψpyqdy (3.5)
where
Kpx, yq “ 1?
2π
gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y
pdfpy ´ xq. (3.6)
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If g is smooth with bounded derivatives, and f is bounded then if ψ P SpRq (the
Schwartz space) we have
pirfpP q, gpQqsψqpxq “
ż
1?
2π
gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y
pf 1py ´ xqψpyqdy
where f is considered a tempered distribution.
Remarks 3.4. If f is monotone increasing, we take the version of f which is right
continuous in the definition of df . See Lemma 6.1 for a more complete result.
Proof. We first assume ψ P SpRq.
pirfpP q, gpQqsψqpxq “ i
ż ˆż
fpξqpgpyq ´ gpxqqψpyqe´iξydy
˙
eiξxdξ{2π.
Let
hxpyq “ gpy ` xq ´ gpxq
y
ψpy ` xq{
?
2π.
Then
pirfpP q, gpQqsψqpxq “ i
ż
fpξqipxhxq1pξqdξ “ ż xhxpξqdfpξq “ ż hxpyq pdfpyqdy
where in the second equality we have used the integration by parts formula [4] in
the case where we assume f is monotone. After a change of variable this gives the
first result (3.5) for ψ P SpRq. A limiting argument gives (3.5) for ψ P L2pRq. If
we only assume f is bounded, the first equality in the last equation gives our result
when we note that hx P SpRq and remember the definition of the derivative and the
Fourier transform of a tempered distribution.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. The kernel Kpx, yq is given by
p2πq´1{2 tanh βx´ tanh βy
x´ y fˆ
1py ´ xq
with fpξq “ tanhαξ. Using the known Fourier transform of pcosh xq´2 (see (7.11))
we obtain
Kpx, yq “ pβ{nπqtanh βx´ tanhβy
sinhpβpx´ yq{nq .
We calculate
tanh βx´ tanh βy “ sinh βpx´ yqpcosh βx cosh βyq´1.
Using
an ´ bn “ pa´ bqpan´1 ` an´2b` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bn´1q
with a “ eβx{n, b “ e´βx{n we obtain
sinh βx
sinh βx{n “
n´1ÿ
k“0
epn´p2k`1qqβx{n
which gives the result. 
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4. Theorem 1.2 - the case rfpP q, gpQqs “ 0
In this section we consider the case where for real bounded measurable functions
f and g, we have C “ irfpP q, gpQqs “ 0.
Proof of theorem 1.2. If f is periodic with period a “ τf then eiaQfpP qe´iaQ “
fpP ´ aq “ fpP q. Similarly e´iaQ commutes with fpP q. If g is periodic with period
τg “ 2π{τf then gpQq is a function of eiaQ and thus commutes with fpP q.
For the converse first assume f and g are C8 with bounded derivatives and fpP q
and gpQq commute. Suppose f is not constant and suppose k1 and k2 are two points
so that fpk1q ‰ fpk2q. Choose open neighborhoods Nj of kj with Nj compact such
that fpN1q X fpN2q “ H. Choose a bounded continuous function F with F “ 0 on
fpN1q and F “ 1 on fpN2q. Note that pF ˝ fqpP q commutes with gpQq so that ifpφj P C80 pNjq
0 “ pφ1, rF ˝ fpP q, gpQqsφ2q “ ´pφ1, gpQqφ2q.
Considering g as a tempered distribution and denoting ψ1 “ φˆ1 P C80 pN1q, ψ2 “
φˆ2 P C80 pN2q we have
0 “ gpφ1φ2q “ gˆrpzφ1φ2q “ ż gˆrpψ2pξ ` ¨qψ1pξqdξ{?2π
where hrpxq “ hp´xq. Since this is true for all ψ1 P C80 pN1q, gˆrpψ2p¨ ` ξqq “ 0 for
all ξ P N1 and thus gˆrpψq “ 0 for all ψ P C80 pN2´ ξq for all ξ P N1 or more concisely
gˆrpψq “ 0 for all ψ P C80 pN2 ´N1q. Thus psupp gˆq X pN1 ´N2q “ H. We have thus
proved that
fpk1q ‰ fpk2q implies k1 ´ k2 R supp gˆ
or
k1 ´ k2 P supp gˆ implies fpk1q “ fpk2q
or
supp gˆ Ă Pf :“ the set of periods of f (4.1)
It follows that either supp gˆ “ t0u in which case g is constant, or f is periodic. We
have already assumed that f is not constant; now assume g is not constant. Then
f has a smallest positive period, τf , and
supp gˆ Ă τfZ.
If we choose φ P C80 pp´τf{2, τf{2qq with φ “ 1 in a neighborhood of the origin, then
there is a sequence of integers tnju such that gˆ “
ř
j φj gˆ where φjpξq “ φpξ´njτf q.
Thus gˆ “ řj cjδnjτf with δk the Dirac delta at k. It follows that g “ řj c1jeinjτfx
which implies g has period τg “ 2π{τf . This proves the result when f and g are
smooth with bounded derivatives. In the general case convolve f and g with the
gaussian δσ0 pxq “ 1?2πσe´|x|
2{2σ2 . The resulting functions of P and Q still commute.
Since
suppp{δσ0 ˚ fq “ supp fˆ
supppzδσ0 ˚ gq “ supp gˆ,
it follows that δσ0 ˚f and f have the same periods as do δσ0 ˚g and g. This completes
the proof. 
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Remark 4.1. Actually the result is true without the requirement that the functions
f and g be real. The complex case follows from the result just proved and a result
of Fuglede [8] (see also [13] for a very simple proof) which states that if a normal
operator commutes with another operator then so does its adjoint. Thus the real
and imaginary parts of f and g commute with one another. With this information
the proof is straight-forward.
5. Theorem 1.3 - monotonicity
If we assume that f and g are absolutely continuous with derivatives in L1pRq,
the proof of monotonicity is given by Kato in [1] and is straightforward. We give a
sketch of the proof: The integral kernel of the positive operator irfpP q, gpQqs is
Kpx, yq “ p
?
2πq´1gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y
pf 1py ´ xq.
With rf s “ fp8q´fp´8q the condition of positivity impliesKpx, xq “ g1pxqrf s{2π ě
0 and Kpx, xqKpy, yq ě |Kpx, yq|2 or g1pxqg1pyqrf s2 ě p2πq2|Kpx, yq|2. Thus unless
K is identically zero, rf s ‰ 0 which implies g is monotone. Using complex conjuga-
tion, C0, and the Fourier transform, F , we note that
F
´1C0irfpP q, gpQqsC´10 F “ irgpP q, fpQqs (5.1)
which is therefore positive. Thus the same argument gives that f is also monotone
and it follows they are both either increasing or both decreasing.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first assume that f and g are infinitely differentiable with
bounded derivatives. In the proof we use the distribution kernel of the operator C “
given by
Kpx, yq “ p
?
2πq´1gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y
pf 1py ´ xq
We do not know that f 1 is integrable which accounts for the distribution nature of
the kernel.
Since the continuity of the kernel is not yet known, we use a smeared out version
of the inequality |Kpx1, x2q|2 ď Kpx1, x1qKpx2, x2q. Put
δσa pxq “
1?
2πσ
e´|x´a|
2{2σ2
and note that
δσa pxqδσa pyq “ δ
?
2σ
0 px´ yqδσ{
?
2
a ppx` yq{2q.
For φ P C80 pRq, let
Iσ “ pδσ0 ˚ φ, Cδσ0 ˚ φq “
ż
pδσx1 , Cδσx2qφpx1qφpx2qdx1dx2 (5.2)
and note
|pδσx1 , Cδσx2q| ď pδσx1, Cδσx1q1{2pδσx2 , Cδσx2q1{2
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so that
Iσ ď p
ż
pδσx , Cδσxq1{2|φpxq|dxq2 ď
ż
suppφ
1dx
ż
pδσx , Cδσxq|φpxq|2dx
“ c
ż
δ
?
2σ
0 px´ yqKpx, yqδσ{
?
2
0 ppx` yq{2´ x1q|φpx1q|2dx1dxdy
“ c
ż
δ
?
2σ
0 px´ yqKpx, yqδσ{
?
2
0 ˚ |φ|2ppx` yq{2qdxdy
“: cJσ{
?
2π (5.3)
where c “ ş
suppφ
1dx. We abbreviate ψσ “ δσ{
?
2
0 ˚ |φ|2 and use Taylor’s theorem to
write
gpy ` tq ´ gpyq
t
“ g1pyq ` tG1py, tq (5.4)
G1py, tq “
ż 1
0
gp2qpy ` θtqp1´ θqdθ. (5.5)
Thus we obtain
Jσ “
ż
δ
?
2σ
0 ptqg1pyqpf 1p´tqψσpy ` t{2qdtdy
`
ż
tδ
?
2σ
0 ptqG1py, tqpf 1p´tqψσpy ` t{2qdtdy (5.6)
and replacing ψσpy ` t{2q by ψσpyq we pick up another error term so that
Jσ “
ż
δ
?
2σ
0 ptqg1pyqpf 1p´tqψσpyqdtdy
`
ż
tδ
?
2σ
0 ptqGσ2py, tqpf 1p´tqdtdy (5.7)
Gσ2 py, tq “ g1pyqpψσpy ` t{2q ´ ψσpyqq{t`G1py, tqψσpy ` t{2q. (5.8)
We now have
Jσ “ J1σ ` J2σ
J1σ “
ˆż
δ
?
2σ
0 ptqpf 1p´tqdt
˙ˆż
g1pyqψσpyqdy
˙
J2σ “
ż
Iσ2 pyqdy
Iσ2 pyq “
ż
Gσ2 py, tqtδ
?
2σ
0 ptqpf 1p´tqdt “
ż
F σy pξqfpξqdξ
F σy pξq “ p´i{
?
2πq
ż
Gσ2 py, tqt2δ
?
2σ
0 ptqeiξtdt. (5.9)
We estimate Dmψσ “ δσ{
?
2
0 ˚Dm|φ|2 to find for all m and n
|Dmψσpxq| ď cn,mp1` |x|q´n
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uniformly for σ P p0, 1q . We use Gσ2 py, tq “
ş1{2
0
ψ1σpy`θtqdθg1pyq`Gσ1py, tqψσpy`t{2q
and obtain
|Gσ2py, tq| ď cnpp1` |y ` t{2|q´n ` p1` |y|q´nq.
Thus for σ P p0, 1q
|F σy pξq| ď c1n
ż
pp1` |y ` t{2|q´n ` p1` |y|q´nqt2δ
?
2σ
0 ptqdt
ď dnσ2p1` |y|q´n. (5.10)
We also need some decay of F σy pξq in ξ. Thus
|p1` ξ2qF σy pξq| ď c
ż
|p1´ d2{dt2qGσ2 py, tqt2δ
?
2σ
0 ptq|dt. (5.11)
We easily see that |dm{dtmGσ2 py, tq| ď c1m uniformly for σ P p0, 1q. Thus differenti-
ating t2δ
?
2σ
0 ptq and integrating in (5.11) we find
p1` ξ2q|F σy pξq| ď c1. (5.12)
Interpolating between (5.10) and (5.12) we obtain for θ P p0, 1q
|F σy pξq| ď c2np1` ξ2q´p1´θqσ2θp1` |y|q´nθ.
It thus follows that for θ P p0, 1{2q and any n
|Iσ2 | ď cn,θσ2θp1` |y|q´nθ
which gives
|Jσ2 | ď cθσ2θ.
We have thus shown
Jσ{
?
2π “
ż
pδσx , Cδσxq|φpxq|2dx “
ˆż
δ
?
2σ
0 ptqpf 1p´tqdt
˙ˆż
g1pyqψσpyqdy
˙
`Opσ2θq
(5.13)
for θ P p0, 1{2q. Notice that
βpσq :“
?
2π
ż
δ
?
2σ
0 ptqpf 1p´tqdt “
ż
e´pσξq
2
f 1pξqdξ (5.14)
is independent of φ. Let us assume that g1 is not of constant sign. Choose φ1 P
C80 pRq so that
ş
g1pyq|φ1pyq|2dy ą 0. Then with ψ1σ “ δσ{
?
2
0 ˚ |φ1|2 we have
limσÑ0
ş
g1pyqψ1σpyqdy “
ş
g1pyq|φ1pyq|2dy ą 0 and thus
βpσq “ Jσ
` ż
g1pyqψ1σpyqdy
˘´1 `Opσ2θq (5.15)
which implies that for small σ, βpσq ě ´c1σ2θ for some c1 ą 0 since Jσ ě 0. Similarly
choosing φ2 P C80 pRq so that
ş
g1pyq|φ2pyq|2dy ă 0 we find for small σ βpσq ď c2σ2θ
for some c2 ą 0. It follows that for small σ, for any φ P C80 pRq, Jσ “ Opσ2θq. But
since Iσ “ pδσ0 ˚ φ, Cδσ0 ˚ φq ď cJσ{
?
2π we can take the limit σ Ñ 0 and conclude
pφ, Cφq “ 0 for all φ P C80 pRq and thus C “ 0. Hence if C ě 0 and C ‰ 0, g is a
monotone function. By (5.1) the same holds for f . Combining (5.13) and (5.14) we
see that
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Iσ “ pδσ0 ˚ φ, Cδσ0 ˚ φq ď cJσ{
?
2π
ď cp1{
?
2πq
ˆż
e´pσξq
2
f 1pξqdξ
˙ˆż
g1pyqψσpyqdy
˙
`Opσ2θq.
Taking σ Ñ 0 we obtain
pφ, Cφq ď cp1{
?
2πq
ż
f 1pξqdξ
ż
g1pyq|φpyq|2dy
(where again c “ ş
supp φ
1dx) so that g1pxqf 1pξq ě 0.
To deal with the general case where neither f nor g is known to be smooth note
that if irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0 and non-zero the same is true if we replace g with g ˚ ρ
where ρ is a smooth non-negative approximation to the identity. Similarly for f
replaced with f ˚ ζ . It then follows that both g ˚ ρ and f ˚ ζ are monotone. By
taking ρn a suitable sequence, g ˚ ρn Ñ g on a set E of full Lebesgue measure and
thus g is monotone on E. If we take Gpxq “ limuPE,uÒx gpuq, then G is monotone
and equals g a.e. Clearly the same idea works for f . It is easy to see that G and F ,
the corresponding version of f , are either both increasing or both decreasing. 
6. Theorem 1.5 - Continuity of g, absolute continuity of the inverse
of g
In this section we assume that the commutator irfpP q, gpQqs is non-zero and
positive.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose irfpP q, gpQqs “ C where C is positive and f and g are mono-
tone non-decreasing and bounded. Then for all ψ P L2pRq, pirfpP q, gpQqsψqpxq “ş
Kpx, yqψpyqdy where
Kpx, yq “ 1?
2π
gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y
pdfpy ´ xq. (6.1)
The operator C is trace class with trC “ rf srgs{2π, and the kernel K is square
integrable.
Proof. Let gt “ φt ˚g where φ is a non-negative smooth function of compact support
whose integral is 1 and φtpxq “ t´1φpt´1xq. Then
irfpP q, gtpQqs “
ż
R
Cpaqφtpaqda
where Cpaq “ e´iPaCeiPa. irfpP q, gtpQqs is a positive operator with continuous
kernel so we can calculate its trace which is easily seen to be rf srgs{2π. We have
tr
ż
R
Cpaqφtpaqda “
ż
ptre´iPaCeiPaqφtpaqda “
ż
trpCqφtpaqda “ trC
which shows trC “ rf srgs{2π. Since irfpP q, gtpQqs has constant trace its Hilbert-
Schmidt norm is uniformly bounded. Thus if we abbreviate
Ktpx, yq “
ş
Kpx´ a, y ´ aqφtpaqda, we have
8 ą lim inf
tÓ0
ż
|Ktpx, yq|2dxdy ě
ż
|Kpx, yq|2dxdy
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by Fatou’s lemma. Here we have used that Kt Ñ K a.e. It follows easily that
Kt Ñ K in L2pR2q. For an L2pRq function ψ, let Ft “
ş
Ktpx, yqψpyqdy and F “ş
Kpx, yqψpyqdy. We have ||Ft ´ F || ď ||Kt ´K||L2pR2q||ψ||. But Ft Ñ Cψ strongly
which gives (6.1). This finishes the proof.

Lemma 6.2. Suppose irfpP q, gpQqs “ C where C is non-zero and positive while f
and g are bounded and monotone increasing. Then g is continuous.
Proof. We use the square integrability of the kernel K. Suppose g has a jump of k1
at 0. Then for all ǫ ą 0ż
xă´ǫ,yąǫ
|pgpyq ´ gpxqq{py ´ xq|2| pdfpy ´ xq|2dxdy ă k
for some k. Now | pdfpy ´ xq| ě δ ą 0 for y ´ x small while gpyq ´ gpxq ě k1 ą 0 in
the range of integration. This contradicts the above inequality.

Lemma 6.3. Suppose irfpP q, gpQqs “ C where C is positive and f and g are
monotone non-decreasing and bounded. Then g is strictly increasing.
Proof. Suppose g is constant on I “ pa, bq. Then by the explicit form of the kernel
K of the commutator C “ irfpP q, gpQqs, we see that for ψ P C80 pIq, pψ,Cψq “ 0.
Since C ě 0, this means Cψ “ 0 which in turn implies pgpxq´gpyq
x´y q pdfpy ´ xq “ 0 for
y P I and x P R. But pdf is continuous and non-zero at 0, so non-zero in an interval
J “ p´c, cq, c ą 0. Thus g is constant on the interval I ` J . The result follows by
induction.

We give a quick proof of Putnam’s theorem [10, 11] on positive commutators:
Theorem 6.4. (Putnam) Suppose A andH are self-adjoint operators with A bounded.
Suppose irH,As “ C with C self-adjoint and positive. We assume this equality is
true in the sense that for each ψ P DpHq
ipHψ,Aψq ´ ipAψ,Hψq “ ||C1{2ψ||2.
Then the absolutely continuous subspace of H, HacpHq Ą RanC.
Remark 6.5. It will be clear in the proof that A need not be bounded but it rather
suffices that DpAq contain all vectors in the range of EHpJq for all finite intervals J .
(Here EHp¨q is the projection valued spectral measure associated with the operator
H .) This generalization may have limited applicability so we do not include a proof
(although it should be obvious).
Proof. For a finite interval I “ pa, bq, let λ “ pa` bq{2, and E “ EHpIq. We use the
notation |J | for the Lebesgue measure of the Borel set J . Then note
|pEψ, irH,AsEψq| “ |pEψ, irH ´ λI, AsEψq| (6.2)
ď |ppH ´ λqEψ,AEψq ´ pAEψ, pH ´ λqEψq| (6.3)
ď 2|I|{2||A||||ψ||2. (6.4)
Thus
||ECE|| ď |I|||A||.
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We also have
||ECE|| “ ||pEC1{2qpEC1{2q˚|| “ ||pEC1{2q˚pEC1{2q|| “ ||C1{2EC1{2||
so that if ||ψ|| “ 1,
pC1{2ψ,EHpIqC1{2ψq ď |I|||A||.
This inequality extends from finite open intervals, I, to arbitrary Borel sets and
shows that HacpHq Ą RanC1{2. But it is easily seen that RanC1{2 “ RanC which
proves the theorem.

We use Putnam’s theorem to show absolute continuity of the inverse of the func-
tion g.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose irfpP q, gpQqs “ C, where f and g are real increasing
bounded functions and C is positive and non-zero. Then the inverse function g´1 is
absolutely continuous.
Proof. Let Mg be multiplication by g, that is Mg “ gpQq. From Putnam’s theorem
we have that HacpMgq Ą RanC and since for a P R
irfpP ´ aIq, gpQqs “ eiaQCe´iaQ
it follows that HacpMgq Ą eiaQRanC. Suppose pφ, eiaQCψq “ 0 for all a P R and all
ψ P L2pRq. It follows that φpxqpCψqpxq “ 0 a.e. Choose a ą 0 so that Re pdfpxq ą 0
for x P I “ p´a, aq. Choose a non-negative ψ P C80 p12Iq with ψp0q ą 0. Then
for any x0 P R, RepCψpxqq “ p2πq´1{2
ş
gpxq´gpyq
x´y Rep pdfpy ´ xqqψpy ´ x0qdy ą 0 for
x P 1
2
I ` x0. Thus for all x0, φpxq “ 0 for a.e. x P 12I ` x0, or in other words φ is
the zero vector in L2pRq. It follows that HacpMgq “ L2pRq.
With H “ Mg we have that EHpJq is multiplication by 1tx:gpxqPJu “ 1g´1pJq.
So Mg being absolutely continuous as an operator means that if the Borel set J
has Lebesgue measure 0 then EMgpJq “ 0 and thus g´1pJq has Lebesgue measure
0. Thus the strictly increasing function g´1 is absolutely continuous. (Note that
even with the fact that g is strictly increasing, the absolute continuity of Mg as an
operator alone does not imply that g is continuous.) 
We remark that because of (5.1) all the results of this section apply to f as well
as g.
7. Theorem 1.6 - pKb, L8q ?ÝÑ pKb, Kbˆq
Proof of Theorem 1.6. We assume g has the integral representation (1.3)
where µ is a non-zero finite positive measure with
ş |t|e2bˆtdµptq ă 8. The proof
where
ş |t|e´2bˆtdµptq ă 8 is similar. We are aiming to prove that f has the integral
representation
fpxq “
ż
tanh bpx´ tqdνptq ` d
for some finite positive measure ν and with bbˆ “ π{2. We first assume that f is as
above but with dνptq replaced with wptqdt where w P L1pRq X L8pRq and where w
is real and continuous but not necessarily non-negative. This will be justified at the
end of the proof. Our first task is to prove that w ě 0. For the purpose of obtaining
a contradiction suppose that is not the case. Then the sets E1 “ ts : wpsq ą 0u
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and E2 “ ts : wpsq ă 0u are both non-empty. For j “ 1, 2, put wj “ 1Ej ¨ |w|,
where 1F denotes the characteristic function of the set F . Clearly, w “ w1 ´ w2. A
computation based on (3.5) shows that if ψ is in L2pRq, then
pψ, irfpP q, gpQqsψq “ bˆ
π
ż ż ˇˇˇˇˇż e´isx
cosh bˆpx´ tq ψpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ2 dµptqwpsqds ě 0. (7.1)
or equivalentlyż ż ˇˇˇˇˇż eisx
cosh bˆpx´ tq ψpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ2w2psqds dµptq
ď
ż ż ˇˇˇˇˇż eisx
cosh bˆpx´ tq ψpxqdx
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ2w1psqds dµptq,
for all ψ P L2pRq (we find it convenient to change signs in the complex exponential
in (7.1), and so have replaced ψ by ψ¯). The last inequality can be written as
}A2ψ} ď }A1ψ}, (7.2)
with Aj : L
2pRq Ñ L2pνj ˆ µq defined by
pAjψqpx, tq “
ż 8
´8
eisx
cosh bˆpx´ tqψpxqdx
for j “ 1 or 2, where dνjpsq “ wjpsqds. These operators are in fact bounded, as
one can see by applying (7.1) with ν “ ν1 or ν “ ν2 and with f correspondingly
modified. We see (writing A for A1 or A2 as the case may be)
bˆ
π
}Aψ}2 “ pψ¯, irfpP q, gpQqsψ¯q
ď 2}f}8}g}8}ψ}2.
Let us turn to the inequality (7.2), which can be restated as A˚2A2 ď A˚1A1. Ac-
cording to a lemma of Douglas [4], A2 “ CA1 for some contraction operator C :
L2pν1 ˆ µq Ñ L2pν2 ˆ µq, so A˚2 “ A˚1C˚ and Ran A˚2 Ă Ran A˚1 . We will show that
this range inclusion cannot occur, and to this end look closely at the operators A˚j .
Note that if h P L2pνj ˆ µq,
pA˚jhqpxq “
ż ż
e´isx
cosh bˆpx´ tqhps, tqwjpsqds dµptq.
It follows that
2´1ebˆxpA˚jhqpxq “
ż ż
e´isxp1´ e2bˆpt´xqp1` e2bˆpt´xqq´1qhps, tqwjpsqdsebˆtdµptq.
Further
e2bˆpt´xqp1` e2bˆpt´xqq´1 “ 1p´8,tqpxq ´ Upx ´ tq, with |Upxq| ď e´2bˆ|x|.
We see therefore that
2´1ebˆxpA˚jhqpxq “ Ijpxq ` IIjpxq ` IIIjpxq
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where
Ijpxq “
ż ż
e´isxhps, tqwjpsqdsebˆtdµptq (7.3)
IIjpxq “ ´
ż ż
e´isx1p´8,tqpxqhps, tqwjpsqdsebˆtdµptq (7.4)
IIIjpxq “
ż ż
e´isxUpx´ tqhps, tqwjpsqdsebˆtdµptq. (7.5)
First consider Ij . We define
qjpsq “
` ż
hps, tqebˆtdµptq˘wjpsq.
Then qj P L2pRq X L1pRq. Indeedż
|qjpsq|2ds “
ż ˇˇˇ ż
hps, tqebˆtdµptq
ˇˇˇ2
wjpsq2ds
ď ||w||8
ż
e2bˆtdµptq
ż ż
|hps, tq|2wjpsqdsdµptq ă 8
and ż
|qjpsq|ds ďż ż
|hps, tq|wjpsq1{2ebˆtwjpsq1{2dµptqds
ď
ˆż ż
|hps, tq|2wjpsqdµptqds
˙1{2ˆż ż
e2bˆtwjpsqdµptqds
˙1{2
“ ||wj||1{21
ˆż
e2bˆtdµptq
˙1{2ˆż ż
|hps, tq|2wjpsqdsdµptq
˙1{2
ă 8.
Here we have used the Schwarz inequality and the facts that wj P L1pRq X L8pRq,ş
e2bˆtdµptq ă 8, and h P L2pνjˆµq. We see that Ij “
?
2πqˆj which implies Ij P L2pRq
as well as in C0pRq, the space of continuous functions on R vanishing at infinity.
We turn to IIj. We first write gpt, xq “
ş
e´isxhps, tqwjpsqds and note that by the
Plancherel theorem ż
|gpt, xq|2dxdµptq ď 2π||wj||8||h||2L2pνjˆµq (7.6)
We have
IIjpxq “ ´
ż
p´8,0q
1p´8,tqpxqgpt, xqebˆtdµptq
´
ż
r0,8q
1p´8,0qpxqgpt, xqebˆtdµptq
´
ż
r0,8q
1r0,tqpxqgpt, xqebˆtdµptq
Clearly from (7.6) and the Schwarz inequality each of these three terms is in L2pRq.
Evidently the first two terms vanish for x ą 0 so that their sum can be written as
a Fourier transform, vˆj, with vj P H2´, the Hardy space of the lower half plane [12].
(Here we follow the convention of identifying elements of H2´, which are analytic in
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the open lower half plane, with their boundary value functions which lie in L2pRq.)
Using the condition
ş
r0,8q te
2bˆtdµptq ă 8 and the Schwarz inequality we see that the
third piece of IIj is also in L
1pRq, thus of the form pˆj with pj P C0pRq X L2pRq. In
summary, IIj “ vˆj ` pˆj with vj P H2´ and pj P C0pRq XL2pRq. Finally IIIj P L2pRq
by essentially the same argument that shows each term of IIj P L2pRq. Moreover
IIIj P L1pRq which can be seen as follows. On rewriting IIIjpxq in terms of gpt, xq
defined above we have
|IIIjpxq|2 ď
ż
|Upx´ tq|2e2bˆtdµptq
ż
|gpt, xq|2dµptq
and thusż
|IIIjpxq|dx ď ||U ||2
ˆ
2π||wj||8||h||2L2pνjˆµq
ż
e2bˆtdµptq
˙1{2
where we have used (7.6). Thus IIIj “ uˆj where uj P C0pRq X L2pRq.
On putting the above together we have
2´1ebˆxpA˚jhqpxq “ pqˆj ` vˆj ` pˆj ` uˆjqpxq. (7.7)
To obtain a contradiction we now use the fact that
RanA˚2 Ă RanA˚1 . (7.8)
Choose h2 P L2pν2 ˆ µq as h2ps, tq “ 1F psq, where F is a non-degenerate compact
interval contained in the (assumed) non-empty open subset E2. By (7.8), there
exists h1 P L2pν1 ˆ µq with
A˚2h2 “ A˚1h1. (7.9)
For j “ 1 or 2, associate qj, vj , pj, and uj to hj as they are associated to h in (7.7).
By (7.9) we have
qˆ2 ` vˆ2 ` pˆ2 ` uˆ2 “ qˆ1 ` vˆ1 ` pˆ1 ` uˆ1,
or applying the inverse Fourier transform and rearranging
q2 ´ q1 ` p2 ´ p1 ` u2 ´ u1 “ v1 ´ v2. (7.10)
Clearly
q2psq “ 1F psqw2psq
ż
ebˆtdµptq
has non-trivial jump discontinuities at the end points of F since w2 is positive and
continuous on E2. Let J Ă E2 be a compact interval containing one of the endpoints
of F, x0, in its interior. Since q1 ” 0 on E2 and p1, p2, u1, u2 are continuous, v1 ´ v2
has a jump discontinuity at x0 . However this will contradict a theorem of Lindelo¨f,
since v1 ´ v2 P H2´. Indeed the Poisson integral provides the analytic extension
of v1 ´ v2 into the lower half plane. The left side of (7.10), and thus v1 ´ v2 are
bounded in a neighborhood of J in R, so this analytic extension is bounded in the
open half disk B in the lower half plane with the interior of J as its diameter. It
follows that if φ is a conformal map of the open unit disk D onto B (such a φ must
extend to a homeomorphism of D¯ onto B¯) then pv1 ´ v2q ˝ φ is a bounded analytic
function in D whose boundary value function has a jump discontinuity at φ´1px0q.
This contradicts Lindelo¨f’s theorem [6] (see also [14]) and shows that indeed w ě 0.
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Finally, we consider general f in L8pRq. Suppose our hypothesis irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0
is in effect. Let
urpxq “ 1
rπ
ˆ
sin rx
x
˙2
,
an approximate identity on R as r Ñ8. Since ur ě 0 it follows that
irf ˚ urpP q, gpQqs ě 0. Let fr “ f ˚ ur. Since fr is smooth, it also follows from
Theorem 1.3 that pfrq1 ě 0. Since fr is bounded, we then see pfrq1 is in L1pRq. By
direct computation pur has compact support, and so pfr (taken in the sense of tem-
pered distributions) does as well. The same must be true for the Fourier transform
of pfrq1 which is a continuous function.
Now we let φpxq “ tanh bx and note
pφ1pyq “ bˆ
c
2
π
y
sinhpbˆyq . (7.11)
Let σ be a real even function in the Schwartz space agreeing with 1{pφ1 on the support
of pf 1r. Then pf 1r “ pφ1 ¨ pf 1r ¨ σ, whence
f 1r “
1
2π
φ1 ˚ f 1r ˚ qσ. (7.12)
We put wr “ 12πf 1r ˚ qσ, a convolution of L1pRq-functions and so in L1pRq. In partic-
ular,
}wr}1 ď 1
2π
"ż 8
´8
pfrq1pxqdx
*
} qσ}1
“ 1
2π
tpf ˚ urqp8q ´ pf ˚ urqp´8qu }qσ}1
ď 1
π
}f}8}qσ}1.
Further, wr is continuous and tends to zero at ˘8, hence wr P L8pRq. On integrat-
ing equation (7.12) we have
frpxq “
ż 8
´8
tanh bpx´ sqwrpsqds` dr, (7.13)
where dr is a real constant. Since irf ˚ urpP q, gpQqs ě 0, our previous results show
that wr ě 0 a.e. On letting xÑ ˘8 in (7.13) we find by the dominated convergence
theorem that
frp8q ` frp´8q “ 2dr,
and
frp8q ´ frp´8q “ 2||wr||1
so that |dr| ď }f}8 for r ą 0. Since frp˘8q “ fp˘8q we have
ş
wrpsqds “ rf s{2.
Now consider wrpsqds as a measure on the two-point compactification r´8,8s of
R. Then there exists a finite positive measure ν on R and ǫ1, ǫ2 ě 0, a real number
d and a sequence rn Ñ8 such that
wrnpsqdsÑ ν ` ǫ1δ´8 ` ǫ2δ`8,
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in the weak-˚ topology and drn Ñ d as n Ñ 8; here δ˘8 denotes the unit point
mass at ˘8. Then taking a limit along rn in (7.13) yields
fpxq “ lim
nÑ8
frnpxq
“
ż 8
´8
tanh bpx´ sqdνpsq ` ǫ1 ´ ǫ2 ` d
almost everywhere on R. It follows that f P Kbˆ, and the proof is complete.

8. Finite rank positive commutators
Considering that the positive commutator is trace class it is interesting to consider
the case where the positive commutator has finite rank. The next lemma shows that,
in particular, in considering the rank one case, Kato’s assumption that f and g are
absolutely continuous with L1pRq derivatives can be proved.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose the commutator C “ irfpP q, gpQqs is positive, non-zero, and
has finite rank. Then f and g can be taken differentiable with continuous derivatives.
These derivatives are everywhere non-zero.
Proof. We can assume that f and g are increasing. The kernel of the commutator
C “ irfpP q, gpQqs, given by
Kpx, yq “ 1?
2π
gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y
pdfpy ´ xq
has the form
Kpx, yq “
Nÿ
j“1
φjpxqφjpyq (8.1)
where tφ1, φ2, . . . , φNu is a linearly independent set of L2pRq functions. Let x0 P R
and I a small open interval centered at x0. Denote the complement of I as J and
the restriction of φi to J as φi,J . The N ˆ N matrix with elements pφi,J , φk,Jq is
continuous in |I| so we can choose a small such interval I such that the determi-
nant of this matrix is non-zero and thus the vectors φ1,J , φ2,J , . . . , φN,J are linearly
independent. We can thus find N functions ψi P C80 pJoq so that the matrix with
matrix elements pφi,J , ψkq “ pφi, ψkq has non-zero determinant. If we define γjpxq
for all x P R by
γjpxq “
ÿ
i
pφi, ψjqφipxq,
the φi are thus linear combinations of the γj and at least for x outside the support
of the ψj we have
γjpxq “
ż
Kpx, yqψjpyqdy.
It follows from the explicit form of K that the φi can be taken continuous in a neigh-
borhood of I. Since we can cover R with a countable number of such intervals we
can assume all the φi are continuous functions. In addition since pdfpuq is continuous
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and pdfp0q “ rf s{?2π is non-zero, we can see from the explicit form of K that g is
C1 with
g1pxq “ 2π
ÿ
j
|φjpxq|2{rf s.
If φjpxq “ 0 for all j this contradicts the fact that g is strictly increasing and thatpdfpy ´ xq is non-zero for |y ´ x| small. Thus g1pxq is positive for all x.
Since FfpP qF´1 “ fpQq and FgpQqF´1 “ gp´P q, ir´gp´P q, fpQqs has the
integral kernel
K˜pξ, ηq “
ÿ
j
pφjpξqpφjpηq.
It follows that what we have proved for g is also true for f . In particular f P C1pRq
with
f 1pξq “ 2π
ÿ
j
| pφjpξq|2{rgs. (8.2)

We can actually prove much more:
Theorem 8.2. Suppose the commutator C “ irfpP q, gpQqs is positive, non-zero,
and finite rank. Then the functions f 1 and g1 are in SpRq.
Proof. We write
Kpx, yq “
Nÿ
j“1
φjpxqφjpyq
where the functions φj are in L
2pRq and linearly independent. We have shown that
these functions can be assumed continuous. Let vpyq “ă φ1pyq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φNpyq ą P CN .
The span of tvpyq : y P Ru is CN for otherwise there is a non-zero vector c P CN
perpendicular to this span. This implies
ř
cjφjpyq “ 0 contradicting the fact that C
has rank N . Choose N points yj so that vpy1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vpyNq are linearly independent.
Let ζ P C80 p´1, 1q be a real non-negative function with
ş
ζpyqdy “ 1. Let ζtpyq “
t´1ζpy{tq and ψjpyq “ ζtpyj ´ yq. Then vj :“ ζt ˚ vpyjq “
ş
ψjpyqvpyqdy “
ă ş ψjpyqφ1pyqdy, ¨ ¨ ¨ , şψjpyqφNpyqdy ą. We choose t ą 0 small enough so that the
vj span C
N . Let
γjpxq “
ÿ
k
φkpxqpφk, ψjq “ pvj , vpxqq.
The φjpxq are linear combinations of the γjpxq. In fact a standard linear algebra
calculation gives
vpxq “
ÿ
j,l
A´1jl γlpxqvj ,
where Aij “ pvi, vjq
We will show that ||Dmφj||2 ` ||Dm pφj||2 ă 8 for all m.. We proceed to show
Dmφj P L2pRq X L8pRq by induction. For x R I :“ Yjpyj ´ t, yj ` tq we have
γjpxq “
ż
R
gpyq ´ gpxq
y ´ x
pf 1py ´ xqψjpyqdy
or changing variables
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γjpxq “
ż
R
gpx` uq ´ gpxq
u
pf 1puqψjpx` uqdu.
We note that for all i, ψi “ 0 in a neighborhood of Ic so that
|γjpxq| ď c
ş |ψjpyq|{|x´ y|dy and thus φjpxq and thus g1pxq are bounded in a neigh-
borhood of Ic. Then
γ1jpxq “
ż
R
rg
1px` uq ´ g1pxq
u
ψjpx` uq ` gpx` uq ´ gpxq
u
ψ1jpx` uqspf 1puqdu
or
|γ1jpxq| ď c
ż |g1pyq ´ g1pxq|
|y ´ x| |ψjpyq|dy ` c
ż |gpyq ´ gpxq|
|y ´ x| |ψ
1
jpyq|dy
ď Cp|x| ` 1q´1
for x in a neighborhood of Ic. It follows that φ1j P L2pIcq X L8pIcq.
We now choose a different set of yj, call them y˜j, and replace I with
J “ Yjpy˜j ´ t, y˜j ` tq. If for example 0 ă |y˜j ´ yj| is small enough, the vpy˜jq will be
linearly independent and if t is small enough the vj will also be linearly independent
and I X J “ H.
Using the same technique we find φ1j P L2pJcqXL8pJcq. Thus we finally conclude
the first step: The φj are differentiable and φj, φ
1
j P L2pRq X L8pRq. We now
suppose Dnφj P L2pRq X L8pRq for 1 ď n ď m and 1 ď j ď N . Using g1pxq “
2πpřj |φjpxq|2q{rf s, c “ 2π{rf s, we calculate
Dn`1gpxq “ c
ÿ
j,k
ˆ
n
k
˙
rDkφjpxqDn´kφjpxqs.
This gives Dn`1g P L1pRq X L8pRq for 1 ď n ď m. Again using
γjpxq “
ż
R
gpx` uq ´ gpxq
u
pf 1puqψjpx` uqdu,
we see that γj is m ` 1 times continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of Ic
with
Dm`1γjpxq “
ÿ
k
ˆ
m` 1
k
˙ż
Dkgpx` uq ´Dkgpxq
u
pf 1puqDm`1´kψjpx` uqdu
which gives
|Dm`1γjpxq| ď C
ÿ
k
ż |Dkgpx` uq ´Dkgpxq|
|u| |D
m`1´kψjpx` uq|du
“ C
ÿ
k
ż |Dkgpyq ´Dkgpxq|
|y ´ x| |D
m`1´kψjpyq|dy ď C 1p|x| ` 1q´1
in a neighborhood of Ic. So Dm`1γj and hence the Dm`1φk are in L2pIcq X L8pIcq.
Using J instead of I we complete the induction step to learn Dm`1φj P L2pRq X
L8pRq.
As before FfpP qF´1 “ fpQq and FgpQqF´1 “ gp´P q, so ir´gp´P q, fpQqs has
the integral kernel
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K˜pξ, ηq “
ÿ
j
pφjpξqpφjpηq.
It follows that what we have proved for φj is also true for pφj. This completes the
proof.

In case the commutator C has finite rank with kernel as in (8.1) an important
part of the kernel can be expressed entirely in terms of the φj ’s. In particular we
have
pf 1py ´ xq “ p2π{rgsqÿ
j
ż
φjpx` uqφjpy ` uqdu.
There is another way of seeing this but let us calculate directly. Using the formula
(8.2) for f 1 we should calculateż
e´ipy´xqξ|pφpξq|2dξ{?2π “ ż ż ż eipx´yqξφpx1qe´iξx1eiξx2φpx2qdx1dx2dξp2πq´3{2
“
ż
φpx´ y ` x2qφpx2q{
?
2π
“
ż
φpx` uqφpy ` uqdu{
?
2π.
9. Operator monotone functions
The following proposition gives another connection between operator monotone
functions and positive commutators.
Proposition 9.1. Suppose f and g are bounded measurable functions with
irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0. Suppose F is an operator monotone function on an open interval
containing the range of f . Then irF pfpP qq, gpQqs ě 0.
Proof. Looking at the derivative, we see that if t ą 0, e´itgpQqfpP qeitgpQq ě fpP q. It
follows that e´itgpQqF pfpP qqeitgpQq “ F pe´itgpQqfpP qeitgpQqq ě F pfpP qq. The result
now follows from the fact that the derivative of the left side of the inequality at
t “ 0 is thus positive.

10. Two additional representations of the commutator
The integral kernel of the commutator irfpP q, gpQqs given in (6.1) is clearly not
very symmetric in the functions f and g although there is much symmetry in the
operator (see (5.1) for example). In this section we remedy this by giving two sym-
metrical representations.
The integral kernel of our first symmetrical representation of irfpP q, gpQqs which
is on L2pR2q appears in the next lemma.
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Lemma 10.1. Suppose irfpP q, gpQqs “ C, where f and g are real measurable
bounded functions and C is positive and non-zero. Then a representation of the
commutator on L2pR2q has integral kernel
Kpx1, x2; y1, y2q “ pdfp?2py1´x1qqxdgp?2py2´x2qqeipx1y2´x2y1q sinpy1 ´ x1qpy2 ´ x2qpy1 ´ x1qpy2 ´ x2q {π
Proof. We define a different representation of the canonical commutation relations.
We set pj “ ´iBxj and
p “ pp1 ´ x2q{
?
2, x “px1 ` p2q{
?
2
a “ px` ipq{
?
2
p1 “ pp2 ´ x1q{
?
2, x1 “pp1 ` x2q{
?
2
a1 “ px1 ` ip1q{
?
2
We have
ra, a˚s “ra1, a1˚s “ 1
ra, a1s “ra, a1˚s “ 0
For f, g P L1pRq we have
fppqψpx1, x2q “π´1{2
ż
fˆp
?
2py1 ´ x1qqeix2px1´y1qψpy1, x2qdy1
gpxqψpx1, x2q “π´1{2
ż
gˆp
?
2py2 ´ x2qqe´ix1px2´y2qψpx1, y2qdy2.
Thus
fppqgpxqψpx1, x2q “
π´1
ż
fˆp
?
2py1 ´ x1qqgˆp
?
2py2 ´ x2qqeix2px1´y1q´iy1px2´y2qψpy1, y2qdy1dy2
“π´1
ż
fˆp
?
2py1 ´ x1qqgˆp
?
2py2 ´ x2qqeipx2´y2qpx1´y1q`ipx1y2´x2y1qψpy1, y2qdy1dy2
and
gpxqfppqψpx1, x2q “
π´1
ż
fˆp
?
2py1 ´ x1qqgˆp
?
2py2 ´ x2qqe´ix1px2´y2q`iy2px1´y1qψpy1, y2qdy1dy2
“π´1
ż
fˆp
?
2py1 ´ x1qqgˆp
?
2py2 ´ x2qqe´ipx2´y2qpx1´y1q`ipx1y2´x2y1qψpy1, y2qdy1dy2.
It follows that
irfppq, gpxqs “
ż
Kpx1, x2; y1, y2qψpy1, y2qdy1dy2
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where
Kpx1, x2; y1, y2q
“ ´2π´1fˆp
?
2py1 ´ x1qqgˆp
?
2py2 ´ x2qq sinpx1 ´ y1qpx2 ´ y2qeipx1y2´x2y1q
“ π´1 pdfp?2py1 ´ x1qqxdgp?2py2 ´ x2qqsinpx1 ´ y1qpx2 ´ y2qpx1 ´ y1qpx2 ´ y2q eipx1y2´x2y1q
If f, g are increasing and bounded it is not hard to make sense of these manipulations
using distributions. This proves the result.

Remark 10.2. Note that if Ω is the vacuum vector (aΩ “ a1Ω “ 0), then L2pR2q »
F1bF2 where Fj are the Fock spaces which are the spans of tpa˚qnΩ : n “ 0, 1, 2, ...u
and tpa1˚qnΩ : n “ 0, 1, 2, ...u and irfpP q, gpQqs “ k b I for some operator k acting
in F1.
Another representation on L2pRq:
Lemma 10.3. irfpP q, gpQqs “ p2πq´1 ş eipξQ`uP q pdfpuqxdgpξq sinpuξ{2q
uξ{2 dudξ
Proof. We calculate
gp8q ´ gpxq “
ż 8
0
dgpt` xq “ lim
ǫÓ0
ż 8
0
e´ǫtdgpt` xq
“ lim
ǫÓ0
p2πq´1{2
ż 8
0
ż
e´ǫteipt`xqξxdgpξqdξdt
“ lim
ǫÓ0
p2πq´1{2
ż
eixξ
xdgpξq
ǫ´ iξ dξ
and
rfpP q, eiQξs “eiQξpfpP ` ξq ´ fpP qq
“eixξ
ż 1
0
f 1pP ` sξqξds “ p2πq´1{2ξ
ż 1
0
ż
eiQξeipP`sξqu pdfpuqduds
and thus
irfpP q, gpQqs “ lim
ǫÓ0
´ip2πq´1
ż ż 1
0
ż
ξ
ǫ´ iξ e
iQξeipP`sξqu pdfpuqxdgpξqdudsdξ
“p2πq´1
ż ż 1
0
ż
eiQξeipP`sξqu pdfpuqxdgpξqdudsdξ
“p2πq´1
ż ż 1
0
ż
eipQξ`Puqeips´1{2qξu pdfpuqxdgpξqdudsdξ
“π´1
ż ż
eipQξ`Puq
sinpξu{2q
ξu
pdfpuqxdgpξqdudξ.
Since we do not know apriori that f is differentiable we should first mollify our
bounded f and then take a limit at the end of the calculation.

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As an application of this representation we calculate expectations of the com-
mutator in coherent states: With a “ pQ ` iP q{?2 and Ω “ π´1{4e´x2{2 we have
aΩ “ 0. Let ψpzq “ eza˚Ω. Then aψpzq “ zψpzq. Let ζ “ pξ` iuq{?2. We calculate
eipξQ`uP q “ eipζa˚`ζ¯aq “ e|ζ|2{2eiζ¯aeiζa˚
pψpwq, ψpzqq “ ew¯z.
Thus
pψpwq, irfpP q, gpQqsψpzqq “ π´1
ż
e|ζ|
2{2epw´iζqpz`iζq
sinpξu{2q
ξu
pdfpuqxdgpξqdudξ
“ π´1ew¯z
ż
e´|ζ|
2{2`ipζw¯`ζ¯zq sinpξu{2q
ξu
pdfpuqxdgpξqdudξ
(10.1)
Putting z “ w we obtain
ż
e´pξ
2`u2q{4eipξx`uyq
sinpξu{2q
ξu
pdfpuqxdgpξqdudξ ě 0 (10.2)
for all z “ px` iyq{?2.
11. Some results that follow from 2ˆ 2 positivity
We assume that irF pP q, GpQqs “ C ě 0, C ‰ 0. It then follows that F and
G can be taken strictly increasing, continuous, with inverses which are absolutely
continuous. We now look more carefully at the condition that the kernel
Hxy “ Gpxq ´Gpyq
x´ y
xdF py ´ xq
gives a positive semidefinite 2 by 2 matrix for any pair px, yq. In this section only
we drop the factor of
?
2π and use xdF pxq “ ş e´ixξdF pξq. Let us restrict to F withş
dF “ 1. An important parameter will make its appearance, namely
σ2 “ inft
ż
ξ2dfpξq ´ p
ż
ξdfpξqq2 : irfpP q, GpQqs “ C ě 0, C ‰ 0,
ż
df “ 1u
which we believe must be related to the Kato class of G (see some discussion below).
We assume σ2 ă 8. Let aˆ “ ?3σ.
Theorem 11.1. Suppose irF pP q, GpQqs “ C ě 0, C ‰ 0 where F and G are real
bounded measurable functions. Then both are monotone increasing or monotone de-
creasing and continuous. Suppose there exists an increasing f with irfpP q, GpQqs ě
0 and with
ş
ξ2dfpξq ă 8, ş df “ 1. Then in fact G is C1 with a Lipschitz derivative
and thus G1 is absolutely continuous. G satisfies the following estimates:
G1px0qe´2aˆ|px´x0q| ď G1pxq ď G1px0qe2aˆ|px´x0q| (11.1)
|G2pxq| ď 2aˆG1pxq, a.e. and both (11.2)
G1pxq ď 2aˆ|Gp˘8q ´Gpxq|. (11.3)
If G is odd then
G1pxq ě G
1p0q
pcoshpaˆxqq2 . (11.4)
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This inequality is an equality in the rank one case [1] and if K is true the rank
one case is the case of minimal variance (see Eq. 11.12).
The proof will require some preliminary work. Let gt “ φt ˚ G where φ is a
non-negative smooth function of compact support whose integral is 1 and φtpxq “
t´1φpt´1xq We take f to satisfy irfpP q, GpQqs “ C ě 0, C ‰ 0 and ş df “ 1 and
additionally
ş
ξ2dfpξq ă 8. The idea is to get uniform bounds on the derivatives of
gt and then take limits to learn about G. In the following we drop the subscript t.
Lemma 11.2. The function g1 is positive. The function ψ “ pg1q´1{2 satisfies
´ ψ2 ` aˆ2ψ ě 0 (11.5)
Proof. Let y “ x` h with h small and nonzero. Then
gpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y “ pgpx` hq ´ gpxqq{h “ g
1pxq ` hg2pxq{2 ` h2g3pxq{6` oph2q (11.6)
pdfpy ´ xq “ ż e´ihξdfpξq “ e´ihxξy ż e´ihpξ´xξyqdfpξq
“ e´ihxξyp1´ h
2
2
pxξ2y ´ xξy2q ` oph2qq (11.7)
where we have written
ş
ξndfpξq “ xξny. We have
HxxHyy ´ |Hxy|2 “
g1pxqg1pyq ´ pgpxq ´ gpyq
x´ y q
2| pdfpy ´ xq|2
“ g1pxqpg1pxq ` hg2pxq ` h2g3pxq{2q ´ pg1pxq ` hg2pxq{2 ` h2g3pxq{6q2`
pg1pxq ` hg2pxq{2 ` h2g3pxq{6q2p1´ | pdfpy ´ xq|2q ` oph2q
“ h2g1g3{6´ h2pg2q2{4` pg1q2p1´ r1´ h2pxξ2y ´ xξy2qsq ` oph2q
“ h
2
6
rg1g3 ´ 3pg2q2{2` 6pg1q2pxξ2y ´ xξy2qs ` oph2q (11.8)
We thus find
g1pxqg3pxq ´ 3pg2pxqq2{2` 6g1pxq2pxξ2y ´ xξy2q ě 0 (11.9)
Since this is true for all monotone f with
ş
df “ 1, ş ξ2df ă 8 and irfpP q, GpQqs
positive semidefinite, we take the infimum of the variance of df over all such f to
find
g1pxqg3pxq ´ 3pg2pxqq2{2` 6σ2g1pxq2 ě 0 (11.10)
Since g1pxq ą 0 (see the formula for the determinant above and use the fact that g is
strictly increasing) we can introduce ψ “ pg1q´1{2. Then recalling aˆ2 “ 3σ2, (11.10)
becomes
´ ψ2 ` aˆ2ψ ě 0 (11.11)

To see why we have used the abbreviation aˆ2 “ 3σ2, suppose we assume K and
take g in its smallest Kato class, Ka. Let us find σ
2. We must have f P Kaˆ, viz.
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fpξq “ tanh aξ ˚ µ{2 ` c for some positive measure µ and where aˆ “ π{2a. Then if
µ is a probability measure,
ş
f 1pξqdξ “ 1. We compute
xξ2y ´ xξy2 “ a´2r
ş
ξ2 cosh´2pξqdξş
cosh´2pξqdξ s `
ż
t2dµ´ p
ż
tdµq2 (11.12)
This is minimized by taking µ a point measure. We compute with the help of
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 3527.3,
ş8
´8 x
2 cosh´2pxqdx “ π2{6 and thus
σ2 “ π2{12a2 “ aˆ2{3 (11.13)
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 11.1 we set u “ ψ1{ψ and obtain the Ricatti
type inequality
u1 ď aˆ2 ´ u2.
Lemma 11.3. |ψ1pxq{ψpxq| ă aˆ
Proof. If upx0q ą aˆ then as long as upxq ě aˆ, aˆ2 ´ upxq2 ď ´pupxq ´ aˆq2 so that if
w “ u ´ aˆ, w1 ď ´w2. Thus w tends to `8 for some x ă x0, a contradiction. If
upx0q ă ´aˆ then as long as upxq ď ´aˆ, u1 ď ´pu ` bq2. This leads to upxq tending
to `8 for some x ą x0, another contradiction. Suppose upx0q “ aˆ. We know that
|upxq| ď aˆ for all x. If ǫ ą 0 let aˆ1 “ aˆ ` ǫ. We know that ´ψ2 ` aˆ12ψ ě 0.
A computation shows that aˆ
1`u
aˆ1´ue
´2aˆ1x is monotone decreasing. Thus if x ă x0,
aˆ1`upxq
aˆ1´upxqe
´2aˆ1x ě aˆ1`aˆ
ǫ
e´2aˆx0 . If we take ǫ Ñ 0 we find upxq “ aˆ. Integrating we find
ψpxq “ ceaˆx for x ă x0 or g1pxq “ e´2aˆx{c2. This contradicts the boundedness of
g. Similarly if upx0q “ ´aˆ, upxq “ ´aˆ for all x ą x0 and this also contradicts the
boundedness of g. So we have shown ´aˆ ă ψ1{ψ ă aˆ for all x.

Let mptq “ aˆ`u
aˆ´u , pptq “ 12 logmptq. Then for any x0 P R
Lemma 11.4.
g1pxq “ g1px0qe´2aˆ
şx
x0
tanhppptqqdt
; p1ptq ď aˆ. (11.14)
g1px0qe´2aˆ|px´x0q| ď g1pxq ď g1px0qe2aˆ|px´x0q|
|g2pxq| ď 2aˆg1pxq, and both
g1pxq ď 2aˆ|gp˘8q ´ gpxq|.
(11.15)
Proof. The fact that p1ptq ď aˆ is a computation which uses u1 ď aˆ2 ´ u2. We
compute u “ m´1
m`1 aˆ “ ´12plog g1q1. Integration gives (11.14). The first two lines of
(11.15) follow directly from (11.14). To prove the last inequalities first note that
that limxÑ8 g1pxq “ 0. To see this suppose the contrary. Then there is a sequence
xn with xn`1 ą xn ` 1 so that g1pxnq ě δ ą 0. But then from the first inequality of
the lemma g1pxq ě δe´2aˆ for x P rxn, xn ` 1s. This contradicts the integrability of
g1. Similarly limxÑ´8 g1pxq “ 0. From the second line of (11.15),
´ g2pxq ď 2aˆg1pxq or
pg1pxq ` 2aˆgpxqq1 ě 0.
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Integrating from x to infinity gives one of the last inequalities. The other follows in
a similar way. 
To make a connection with the conjecture K consider the case where g1 is even.
Corollary 11.5.
g1pxq ě g
1p0q
pcosh aˆxq2 (11.16)
Proof. This follows directly from p1ptq ď aˆ and the formula in (11.14). This inequal-
ity is an equality in the rank one case [1] and if K is true the rank one case is the
case of minimal variance (see Eq. 11.12). 
Proof of Theorem 11.1. We have g “ gt “ φt˚G satisfying 0 ă g1tpxq ď 2aˆrGs, |g2t pxq|
ď p2aˆq2rGs2. By the Arzela - Ascoli theorem there is a sequence gn “ gtn , tn Ó 0,
such that gn Ñ G1 and g1n Ñ G2 uniformly on compact subsets of R. Clearly
G1 “ G and gnpxq ´ gnpyq “
şy
x
g1nptqdt so that Gpxq ´ Gpyq “
şy
x
G2ptqdt. Since
G2 is continuous it follows that G is C
1 and g1n Ñ G1 uniformly on compacts. We
also have |g1npxq ´ g1npyq| “ |
şy
x
g2nptqdt| ď p2aˆq2rGs2|x ´ y| giving |G1pxq ´ G1pyq| ď
p2aˆq2rGs2|x ´ y|. Thus G1 is absolutely continuous. We have g1npx ` hq ´ g1npxq “şx`h
x
g2npuqdu ď
şx`h
x
2aˆg1npuqdu. Thus G1px ` hq ´ G1pxq ď
şx`h
x
2aˆG1puqdu. It
follows that G2pxq ď 2aˆG1pxq. Similarly ´G2pxq ď 2aˆG1pxq. We have used that
gnp˘8q “ Gp˘8q. We take φ to be even and then g “ gt is odd. Thus the last
inequality follows simply from Corollary 11.5.

If we now saturate (11.5) by making the inequality an equality we obtain g1´1{2 “
ψ “ bejx ` ce´jx where j “ ?3σ. Taking b and c positive to insure that g1 does not
blow up at ˘8 we can write ψ “ aˆ coshpjpx ´ tqq for some aˆ ą 0 and t P R. This
gives gpxq “ aˆ´2 tanhpjpx ´ tqq ` c for some constant c. We can check that indeed
j “ aˆ so that g P Ka. This is to be expected from Theorem 1.6 which in particular
states that if irfpP q, gpQqs ě 0 for all f P Kaˆ, then g P Ka. But it does show that
the inequality (11.5) is in some sense sharp, so that cases of equality occur if the
Kato conjecture is correct.
12. An interesting formula
Here is an interesting formula: Suppose g is a bounded real function with a
bounded analytic continuation to a strip of width ą 2λ. Consider
irtanhλP, gpQqs “ ´2irp1` e2λP q´1, gpQqs
“ 2ip1` e2λP q´1re2λP , gpQqsp1` e2λP q´1
“ 2ip1` e2λP q´1
´
eλP peλP gpQqe´λP qeλP ´ eλP pe´λP gpQqeλP qeλP
¯
p1` e2λP q´1
“ pi{2qpcoshλP q´1`eλP gpQqe´λP ´ e´λP gpQqeλP˘pcoshλP q´1
“ pi{2qpcoshλP q´1pgpQ´ iλq ´ gpQ` iλqqpcoshλP q´1
“ pcoshλP q´1ImgpQ` iλqpcosh λP q´1 (12.1)
Given the problems which occurred with manipulating unbounded functions of P
in Section 3, we assure the reader that the computations above can be made rigorous.
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Perhaps (12.1) makes Theorem 1.6 intuitive.
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